Mini Bacon and Eggs Pattern
You will need:
E Hook
Small amounts of maroon/dark red yarn, cream colored yarn, white yarn, and yellow yarn in a worsted
weight. (I used Red Heart Super Saver)
Tapestry needle
Small amount of poly-fil stuffing
Mini Bacon:
(make two of these)
With the E hook CH 13
1st row: SC 3 in the first 3 CH's, then in the 4th CH (SC 1, CH 1, SC 1) all into the 4th CH, then SC 3 in
the next 3 CH's, then skip the next two CH's, SC into the last 3 CH's.

2nd Row:
-For this row you'll need to switch to your cream yarn. To switch colors insert your hook into the last
CH of the previous row, pick up a loop of the red but then when you yarn over do so with the cream
instead. This makes for a seamless transition. Below is a photo showing how to change color. After you
switch to cream CH 1 and turn.

-Once you get the color changed, you'll want to carry the red under the cream because you'll need to
pick it back up for the next row. (See photo below) Then with the cream yarn you'll do one SC into
each of the first 3 stitches, then in the 4th stitch you'll do a (SC 1, CH 1, SC 1) like you did in the last
row. Then do one SC into each of the next 3 stitches, skip 2 stitches, and do one SC into each of the last
3 stitches. On the last SC of the row make sure to pick back up that red you've been carrying
underneath. Change back to red the same way you changed to cream.

3rd Row: with red CH 1 and turn, 1 SC into each of the next 3 stitches, at the 4th stitch do another (SC 1,
CH 1, SC 1) then SC 1 into each of the next 3 stitches, skip two, and finish with 1 SC into each of the
last 3 stitches and finish off. Here's a photo of how it should look after you finish the third row.

-Once you get both slices of mini bacon made you'll need to sew them together. This plushy doesn't
require any stuffing. The two slices sewn together makes it soft enough that it doesn't need any
stuffing. It's best to crochet them together instead of sewing with a tapestry needle. Make sure you do
2SC into any “corner” or point so as not to lose the zig-zag shape of the bacon. Make sure to tuck in
any loose ends while joining the two pieces to keep them hidden, if you miss any just weave them in
with a tapestry needle.

Mini Egg:
Still using the E hook
For the top part:
-With yellow CH 2, SC 6 into the second CH from hook and join with a slip stitch and CH 1 to make a
small circle.

1st Round:
-2 SC into each stitch around, join with a slip stitch and CH 1.

2nd Round:
-1 SC into each stitch all the way around, join with a slip stitch and CH 1. When you join with your slip
stitch you'll need to change to white. Do so the same way we changed colors with the bacon (Insert
your hook, and pull up a white loop to complete the slip stitch with. Finish off your yellow here)

3rd Round:
-with the white yarn, SC 2 into the first stitch, SC one into the next stitch. Continue a 2, 1 pattern all the
way around. Join with a slip stitch and CH 1.

4th Round:
-SC 2 into the first stitch, SC 1 into the next 2 stitches. Continue that 2, 1, 1 pattern all the way around.
Join with a slip stitch and CH 1.

5th Round:
-SC 2 into the first stitch, SC 1 into the next 3 stitches. Continue that 2, 1, 1, 1 pattern all the way
around. Join with a slip stitch and finish off.

For the back piece of the mini egg:
-With white CH 2, SC 6 into the second CH from hook join and CH 1 to make a small circle.

1st Round:
-2 SC into each stitch around. Join with a slip stitch and CH 1.

2nd Round:
-2 SC into first stitch, 1 SC into next stitch. Continue that 2, 1 pattern all the way around and join with
a slip stitch.

3rd round:
-2 SC into the first stitch, 1 SC into each of the next 2 stitches. Continue that 2, 1, 1 pattern all the way
around and join with a slip stitch and CH 1.

4th Round:
-2 SC into the first stitch, 1 SC into each of the next 3 stitches. Continue that 2, 1, 1, 1 pattern all the
way around. Join with a slip stitch and finish off.

Construction:
-once you have both sides of the egg made you'll need to sew them together. This plushy requires a
small amount of poly-fil stuffing for the yellow part. Just pinch off a small amount of stuffing and
insert it into the bowl shaped yellow part of the egg.

-once you get the stuffing in place use your tapestry needle to sew around just the yellow part. To do
this lay both sides of the egg together with the stuffing inside the yellow part. Then using your tapestry
needle and white yarn through both side of the egg going around just the middle yellow part of the egg.
Tie a small square knot on the back of the egg and weave in your ends.

-For the final touch sew together the outside pieces of the egg by sewing around the edges with your
tapestry needle and white yarn. Again tie a small square not and weave in your ends.

